it’s also a synonym for African. We aren’t born a
race—we are raced. But despite any structural
attempts by the dominating class to suppress our
spirits, there is a light that still shines within. Even
that term “human” is suspect and an attempt to
race people. It relegates us to this body, this life,
this society. It also creates a dualistic split between
intellect and intuition. We are both body and soul.
It is through the breath that we bridge together
those states of existence.

WE ARE NOT HUMAN BEINGS HAVING A SPIRITUAL
EXPERIENCE. WE ARE SPIRITUAL BEINGS HAVING A
HUMAN EXPERIENCE.
—Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

from the perspective that Black people’s relationship with
America began with slavery. We are often called “slaves,” but we
were enslaved. There is documentation that there were Africans
in the Americas who sailed ships long before Columbus. My
family has a curious history in how we got to America in that
I’m a descendant of the Garifuna tribe—also known as the Black
Carib. The story as told to me by my great aunts one day at the
kitchen table is that the Africans had formed a mutiny aboard a ship headed for the New World. It
caused them to be shipwrecked on the Caribbean island of St. Vincent. Their captors were overtaken,
and they escaped enslavement. That’s right, they were never “slaves.” As a result, their African
traditions remained intact. In 1792, they went to Honduras, which is where my maternal greatgrandfather, Francisco Herrera was from. The Garifuna are a musical people and I saw that most
directly in my mother, Maria Payton who was an operatic singer through college and, at age 70, still
plays piano regularly in church. Her father, my grandfather, Harold Herrera also played piano.

JAZZ DOESN’T MEAN ANYTHING.
—Duke Ellington

I was hipped to a part of my history I might not otherwise had
known. It confirmed some things about who I am. I have never
felt oppressed and I’m nobody’s slave. I am not a victim. I have
always known I am Black and been proud of it. It is not only on
my Garifuna side that I am musical, but my paternal side, as
well. One of my direct ancestors is Henry Payton, who formed
Henry Payton’s Accordiana Band in 1899, before anyone was
thinking about jazz. Some sources say that Buddy Bolden played in his band. Can’t confirm this,
but they were most certainly associates. My father Walter Payton, who played bass and sousaphone,
had the greatest impact on my development as an artist.

PLAYING AN INSTRUMENT IS A FORM OF WORSHIP AND
I’VE BEEN WORSHIPING ALL MY LIFE.
—Dizzy Gillespie

globally against efforts to undermine it. The enslaved Africans were not allowed to speak their
native tongues, so they created a new language in The Blues. The Blues was born of the work song,
Negro Spirituals, in the Mississippi Delta, and rituals in Congo Square—the most renowned place
in America that the enslaved practiced their traditions.

IT’S AN ART FORM BECAUSE IT IS BLACK MUSIC…
BECAUSE IT STARTED IN NEW ORLEANS…
—Art Blakey

as a way of acknowledging the strong will of African
peoples. To explore how these songs and rhythms came
from Africa, got funneled through the Caribbean in
places like Haiti, Cuba, and Puerto Rico, and traveled

to the northernmost part of the Caribbean—New
Orleans. From New Orleans it traveled to places like
St. Louis or to Chicago when King Oliver brought
his protégé Louis Armstrong from New Orleans who
changed the game forever.
The significance of Armstrong to world culture cannot
be overstated. He single-handedly revolutionized music.
He distilled centuries of African codes, rhythms, and
melodies. He changed the feel of music globally—where
we sense the pulse. Much like what happened with his
musical offspring Michael Jackson and the advent of the
music video, his voice as an artist coincided with a new
medium, the phonograph record. For the first time in
history, the whole of society could be impacted simultaneously by the same sounds. MJ was indeed the King of
Pop, but Pops was the original King of Pop.
I’d say I’ve been conceptualizing this album and its title
for about the past five years. I’ve been collecting these
themes for at least that amount of time and beyond. I’m
always thinking of these melodies that have existed since
the beginning of time. We all know these songs, and when

we hear them, they resonate from a place deep within us,
like an old familiar friend. I’m constantly looking to weed
out the extraneous stuff and get to that cellular idea, the
primal impetus. And I wonder what was the first instrument, song or drum?
I grew up in the era where cassette tapes were our mode
of portable audio and recordable media. You couldn’t yet
burn a CD. If you wanted to create a playlist, you might
sit by the stereo for hours just to record your favorite
song. You developed an expert hand in exactly where
to pause a track if you wanted to beat match or make a
transition between songs seamless. Mixtapes were our
playlists, and the kats with the best collection of jams
and greatest recall for how to sequence them on cassette
had the best mixtapes.
I created this album in the same way I might create for
a girl I was interested in. I selected the best moments I
could find in my mental databank. As I’ve said before, I
stopped writing music over ten years ago. I have moments
of inspiration where I hear a motif, phrase, riff, set of
chords changes, lyrics, a bass line, or a groove, and I

record it into my voice memo. When it comes time for
me to compose or make an album, I go into my catalog
of ideas and put them together to create compositions. I
chose the spoken word samples in the same way, from
interviews and speeches that I’m familiar with. I chopped
these samples and gave them to my DJ to insert in strategic places throughout the project.
I start this album off with the sound of putting a tape
reel on a machine and scrubbing past music so you get
right into the idea of what this is all about. It’s literally
a mixtape—a pastiche of borrowed ideas from various
offshoots of African diaspora. And like an African
patchwork or quilt, these seemingly dissimilar things are
assembled together to create one ideal.

A MISTAKE IS THE TRUTH
TRYING TO COME OUT.

we get to the title track, “Afro-Caribbean Mixtape.” As
I stated before, Black history in America often starts
with enslavement. I wanted to start this album off with
The Drum—of which there is no instrument more
synonymous with Africa than that. After which, we are
introduced to the atmospheric sounds of crashing waters
and ominous voices. The Bass—a primary voice of Black
music—comes in with an ostinato figure that calls forth
the sounds of a ship coursing through the seas during

the Middle Passage. At the climax of the song, we are
reminded by Dr. Charshee McIntyre that “Woman is
primary. You don’t go through her, you don’t get here.”
During the piece, we get lost a couple of times, but we
always find our way back to The One. This narrative is
endemic of Black people.
We then step forward to a time far in the future, with
the first of ACM remixes that appear throughout the
album. In African culture, we don’t look at time as a linear
construct, but more like a circle with no beginning or end.
These remixes are narrated by WBGO’s very own “Velvet
Voyce,” Nicole Sweeney.
“#BAMboula” is the name of both a drum and a rhythm.
This rhythm can still be found in the bass drum pattern
of Pop music today—most recently in the Rihanna song,
“Work.” I interjected the hashtag “#BAM” in the title
because it is the acronym from a movement I started
five years ago for Black American Music—my preferred
way of recognizing the whole of Black American musical
expression—and that’s no jazz. Drummer Joe Dyson
opens the piece with the brushes for a little sweeping and

housekeeping before beating out the bamboula rhythm
on an African drum called a “djembe,” typically played by
hand, but here he’s affixed a pedal to it like a kick drum.
Here, Dizzy breaks down the concept of lineage in that
whom-begat-whom biblical way Gabriel García Márquez
borrowed for his One Hundred Years of Solitude. Art
Blakey closes this cut by saying that it’s ultimately Black
music that came from New Orleans.
“Jazz is a Four-Letter Word” is a title inspired by a paper
Max Roach was working on by the same name. He, like
so many others, rejected the title “jazz” being applied to
Black music. He says the word means, “… exploitation, it
means that we are being used.” He later queries, “What
jazz? See, jazz opens the door for anybody.” He also talks
about how he doesn’t separate all manner of Black mastery.
That it all comes from this space I like to call, “African
Tribal DNA.” I constructed the piece so that it’s a tonal
portrait of that ideology. I concocted a confluence of
different sounds and styles to demonstrate the continuum
of Black music. As the Art Ensemble of Chicago said,
“Ancient to the future.”

“La Guajira” is the companion piece to the track which
follows it, “El Guajiro.” Typically, in live performance,
we do “El Guajiro” as a cha-cha-cha. During the studio
process, we recorded several different versions of the same
tune. For some reason, I never recorded “Guajiro” as a
cha-cha-cha, and as a result, I felt that element missing
from the album. In trying to solve this dilemma, I realized
I had an opportunity to rectify that by the addition of this
piece I’d forgotten about. If you’re listening in sequence,
by now you’ve heard the tape scrubbing, now you hear
someone switching through stations trying to find the
right vibe on what sounds like an old transistor radio.
“El Guajiro” was written for master Cuban trumpeter,
Manuel “Guajiro” Mirabal. He is one of the few living true
melodic improvisers. Almost anybody can learn to blow a
bunch of notes and clichés over chord changes, but there
have only ever been a few authentic melodic inventors
at any one time. Mr. Mirabal is one of them. Our newest
addition to the band is DJ Lady Fingaz. I can think of no
better example of turntable and triggers as instrument than
displayed by her agile scratching and flipping on this track.

“Kimathi” was written in tribute to one of the foremost
purveyors of African thought, Dr. Greg Kimathi Carr. He
is the chair of African-American Studies at one of the top
HBCUs in America, Howard University. He is the most
prominently featured voice on the album.
“Madmwazél Ayiti” is a tip of the hat to the first free
Black country in the Western Hemisphere, Haiti. When I
think of pure melodic invention, Kevin Hays also comes
to mind. With me accompanying him on my father’s
acoustic bass—which was used throughout the session—
we also salute the spaces that Herbie Hancock and Ron
Carter were known to get into during their stint in the
Miles Davis Quintet.
Note: Disc 2 kicks off with the “needle” droppin’. You
subsequently continue to hear the vinyl crackle of “fried
chicken” poppin’ in the background throughout the first
three tracks.
“Jewel” is for the precious stone of the Black community—the rock of the Black man—the Black woman.
“Junie’s Interlude” and “Junie’s Boogie” are for one of
the architects of Funk, Junie Morrison. He’s the master-

mind behind many of your favorite early Ohio Players and
P-Funk jams, as well as boasting a considerable catalog of
his own solo projects. He’s a soft-spoken kat of explosive
proportions. His music shares the same dynamic range
and it was my goal to reflect that in this suite.
“Othello” is a nod to the Moors and to the brothers who
continue to remain strong enough to be vulnerable navigating the rigors of systemic racism.
“Relexification” begins with words from linguistic and
Ebonics expert, Dr. Ernie Smith. In it, he breaks down
how Africans have repurposed a foreign language with
their aesthetics—a mantra of Black life in an oppressive
environment. It’s inspired by a now defunct New Orleans
club called Tyler’s Beer Garden and all the kats who passed
through the joint like Alvin “Red” Tyler and James Rivers.
“The Egyptian Second Line” holds the distinction of
being my first commercially-released single. The title is
from a poem I wrote in 2006. I’ve decided to include the
instrumental version over the vocal interpretation. I often
take issue with how Black music is looked at as a rhythmic
aesthetic first before melody or chords. This tune makes

an argument against my issue. This tune is ultimately all their own interpretation of the melody, each building
about The Drum. The way Joe Dyson and Daniel Sadow- to a final crescendo of the trumpet sounding to call the
nick propel this joint is what makes it come off. Joe is one children home.
I’ve often toyed with the theory that somehow Afriof the latest in a lineage of master New Orleans drummers.
And as great as he is now, he’s only begun to scratch the cans submitted to slavery in an attempt to become better
surface of what he’ll likely get to. Daniel Sadownick. This versions of themselves. With this album, I am channeling
dude is such a repository of culture and street sensibility. the energy of the ancestors to help give Africa back to
From the Boogie Down Bronx, he brings that authentic herself in the best way I know how, through the power of
flavor of Hiphop when it was at its healthiest. And he’s music. Long before there was a Civil Rights or Black Power
one of the few kats who elevate the level of swing whilst Movement, there was Black American Music.
And the album ends as it started, but now the tape that
playing the congas.
On “Kimathi (Cotton Gin & Tonic)” ... Two words: was put on, spins off the reel—and that’s real.
In Black culture, there is no beginning or ending, so
Vicente Archer. If you took away everything else and just
left the bass, you’d still get an earful of info. And when feel free to let the tape run again, and again, and again.
To be continued...
he walks? Look here...
“Call and Response” closes the album with the type
of benediction we hear in the Black church. Delivered #BAM
poignantly and eloquently by Dr. Johnnetta Cole. There —
 Nicholas Payton, aka
are no solos on this one, with bass and piano delivering The Savior of Archaic Pop

All songs composed by Nicholas Payton (BMI) except “Madmwazél Ayiti,” co-composed with Kevin Hays and “ACM Remix 1, 2, & 3,” co-composed with Kevin Hays,
Vicente Archer, Joe Dyson, Daniel Sadownick and DJ Lady Fingaz

1. Tape Intro

Nicholas Payton: tape machine

2. Afro-Caribbean Mixtape

Nicholas Payton: trumpet,
Fender Rhodes—left channel
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes—
right channel, synthesizer, piano
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable, sampler
Blake Leyh: cello and sound effects
Dr. Greg Kimathi Carr: voice
Dr. Charshee McIntyre: voice
Marti Chitwood: voice

3. ACM Remix 1

Nicole Sweeney: voice
Kevin Hays: synthesizer
Joe Dyson: electric and acoustic
drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass

4. #BAMboula

7. La Guajira

Nicholas Payton: trumpet
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable, sampler
Dizzy Gillespie: voice
Art Blakey: voice

Nicholas Payton: trumpet, vocals,
acoustic bass, drums, electric piano
Weedie Braimah: percussion
Gabriel Platica: violin I
Eva Liebhaber: violin II
Bruce Owen: viola
Philip von Maltzahn: cello

5. Intro to Kimathi

Nicholas Payton: trumpet,
Fender Rhodes—left channel
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes—
right channel
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Manuel “Guajiro” Mirabal: voice

Nicholas Payton: trumpet
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes
Vicente Archer: bass
Joe Dyson: acoustic bass
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Dr. Greg Kimathi Carr: voice

6. Jazz is a Four-Letter Word

Nicholas Payton: trumpet, Fender
Rhodes, vocals
Kevin Hays: piano
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: electric and acoustic
drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable, sampler
Max Roach: voice
Miles Davis: voice
Duke Ellington: voice

8. El Guajiro

9. ACM Remix 2

Nicholas Payton: Fender Rhodes
Nicole Sweeney: voice
Kevin Hays: synthesizer
Joe Dyson: electric and acoustic
drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable

10. Madmwazél Ayiti

Nicholas Payton: acoustic bass
Kevin Hays: piano

11. Kimathi (Main Theme)

Nicholas Payton: trumpet, Clavinet,
Fender Rhodes—left channel
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes—
right channel, synthesizer
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Blake Leyh: samples
Dr. Greg Kimathi Carr: voice

1. Jewel

Nicholas Payton: trumpet
Gabriel Platica: violin I
Eva Liebhaber: violin II
Bruce Owen: viola
Philip von Maltzahn: cello
Grayson Brockamp: acoustic bass

2. Junie’s Interlude

Nicholas Payton: trumpet
Gabriel Platica: violin I
Eva Liebhaber: violin II
Bruce Owen: viola
Philip von Maltzahn: cello
Grayson Brockamp: acoustic bass

3. Junie’s Boogie

Nicholas Payton: trumpet, Fender
Rhodes, piano, Clavinet, lead and
bass synthesizers, vocals
Kevin Hays: atmospheric synthesizer
Vicente Archer: electric bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
Blake Leyh: background vocals
Gabriel Platica: violin I
Eva Liebhaber: violin II
Bruce Owen: viola
Philip von Maltzahn: cello

4. Othello

Nicholas Payton: trumpet, vocals
Kevin Hays: piano
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion

5. Kimathi (for our Elders
and our Children)

Nicholas Payton: trumpet
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Dr. Greg Kimathi Carr: voice

6. Jazz is a Four-Letter Word
(Instrumental)

Nicholas Payton: Fender Rhodes
Kevin Hays: synthesizer
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: acoustic and electric
drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Max Roach: voice

7. Relexification
(Midnight at Tyler’s)

Nicholas Payton: trumpet, Fender
Rhodes,
rhythm piano
Kevin Hays: lead piano
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable, sampler
Dr. Ernie Smith: voice

8. Kimathi
(Cotton Gin & Tonic)

Nicholas Payton: trumpet,
Fender Rhodes—left channel
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes—
right channel
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Dr. Greg Kimathi Carr: voice

9. The Egyptian Second Line
(Instrumental)

Nicholas Payton: trumpet,
Fender Rhodes—left channel,
Clavinet, organ
Kevin Hays: Fender Rhodes—
right channel
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable
Dr. Greg Kimathi Carr: voice

10. ACM Remix 3

Nicole Sweeney: voice
Kevin Hays: synthesizer
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: electric and acoustic
drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: turntable

11. Call and Response

Nicholas Payton: trumpet, Fender
Rhodes, organ
Kevin Hays: piano
Vicente Archer: acoustic bass
Joe Dyson: drums
Daniel Sadownick: percussion
DJ Lady Fingaz: sampler
Dr. Johnnetta B. Cole: voice
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